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About This Game

This game is strange, vast, complex, familiar, and when added up, unlike any other RPG you've ever played before.
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Leif Ian Anderson
Publisher:
Self
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Greater

Processor: Intel Core 2 1.06Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space
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wooden ocean signs. wooden ocean crafts. wooden great ocean road sign. the wooden ocean game. ocean city wooden signs.
indian ocean wooden furniture. wooden ocean wall art. wooden sea birds. wooden ocean animals. ocean wave wooden sign.
wooden playground ocean city nj. wooden bridge in ocean. red ocean wooden hearts. wooden signs ocean city md. red ocean
wooden plaques. ocean motion wooden kit. wooden ocean boats. ocean spray wooden box. wooden ocean scene. wooden bridge
ocean. wooden model ocean liners. wood ocean table. wooden sailboat ocean. ocean view wooden swing set. wooden ocean
kayak. omega planet ocean wooden box. wooden ocean art. wooden stick star ocean 5. ocean wooden sunglasses. wooden boat
forum ocean pointer. everearth ocean wooden book. wooden ocean liner models. wooden ocean. ocean art wooden fish. ocean
wooden letters. wooden boat in ocean. wooden ocean grove

I love this game. Its an interactive book that is very detailed and fun to play.. Excellent game. How do i kill the dog in the game?
In the mission/Quest 99 its called Revenge. I recommend this game, because it's extremely fun. There is however, a surprisingly
steep learning curve (to be good). The multiplayer leveling system is simliar to Call of Duty 4.

There are a few official noob friendly servers, and once you hit the max level you should be good enough to play with the
servers that have more skilled players. Still, once you master the gameplay, you'll be hooked. Plane Ball is the best!. Best
fun/price ratio on steam. it makes me rage, bad. My blood pressure is so high right now if i moved i would probably fall over in
cardiac arrest or something. Its pretty good to waste your time. But its just so meh.
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You play a bird in North Kor... i mean YOU PLAY A BIRD!

10/10 - would birb again. So I was playing for Chester FC, coming from the bottom. On third year I finally got promoted.
I had strong team, okay facilities and maximum morale. After 12 games I had 27 points.
But then I encountered Notts County.
They had 5 loses in row, zero morale, terrible tactical decisions. And the most important thing: they have all their keepers sold.
So, yeah, I lost 4-0.

11/10 for realism
11/10 for explosive butthurt
GOTY. This game is freaking lit. You want a something cute? Give this a chance. You want some horror and ♥♥♥♥ed
up♥♥♥♥♥♥ Take this mf game. You want weird characters and trippy plot?? Play the goddamn game, mate.. I feel like this
game was neither proofread nor playtested before release here. The janky grammar and bad translation(?) definitely feel like
older jrpgs, but I'm not sure that should be billed as a selling point. And the first fight--or at least the only one I can
locate--appears to be impossible. This is NOT "an example of what can be achieved using RPG Maker, while working with the
basic engine features". This is, in its current state, a rather sad and unplayable example of how to feel ripped off while spending
less than 60 cents.. Act of War: Direct Action was pure RTS quality, playing like a more realistic and deeper version of C&C
Generals while also possessing a stellar campaign that was told through live action cutscenes. Sadly, the expansion to Act of
War: DA, High Treason, gets rid of the live actors and tells a story that is much less gripping as a result. We no longer see any of
the characters up close, only hearing them through voice over narration mid-game or through 3D cutscenes, and combined with
it being shorter than DA's campaign, the whole thing just felt uninspired and lazy.

All this is unfortunate, since the game does do better overall on the gameplay front compared to its predecessor. Naval battles
are enjoyable in its scale and weapon systems you can bring to bear (though the Tomahawk sound bug is annoying and requires
a mod to fix), mercanaries are interesting and useful, and the changes to each faction, like the unit additions and fixes (US
MLRS is now useful) were mostly positive. The only regression I found was the healing/repairing system, with most passive
healing abilities being replaced by an active command ability with cool down. I understand they wanted to streamline it, but it
just ended up being less effective and not as interesting.

And that's pretty much how I'd describe High Treason compared to Direct Action; less interesting and less effective overall. I'd
recommend it but if you already have Direct Action and hoping for more techno thriller storyline action, you'll probably be
underwhelmed.. Keep in mind this whole review is based on the current state that this game is in...

I mean none of this review in a hateful or overly negative way so don't take it to heart. This review is from the heart and as
honest as I can be.

It is a mess. Little to no effort on a lot of the art assets, no polish whatsoever in the gameplay, and a tutorial that may as well not
exist. These are the defining features of the game. I've spoken to the developer and so I know a bit more than most might about
the game but I'm putting that aside and reviewing this based on what I learned while playing.

In the 8 minutes that I played this I finished the tutorial 3 times and got 5 game overs.

I don't generally buy games that I think aren't good in the first place but I decided to purchase is partially to support a friend. $2
isn't enough money for me to get mad over so I won't refund it but I certainly would be unhappy if I purchased this game
expecting anything more than an executable.

All that being said, the dev has said he is working on improving the game and adding a lot more to it. If that is the case and the
game improves, I'll update my review.

THIS SHOULD BE IN EARLY ACCESS IN THE GAMES CURRENT STATE.. Mmmmy Sharona. I really enjoyed this
Tetris in VR! It's easy going but stays interesting. Whereas in the classic Tetris the game goes faster as the levels go up, in this
VR version it's the complexity that increases. Is it the killer VR app? No, it isn't, but it doesn't pretend to be either. How I wish
this had been my introduction to VR instead of that horrible roller coaster.... Really basic horizontal shooter. It seems its main
draws are the clay graphics, which I didn't really care for, and 3 player co-op, which I will never use. I never played the first
Platypus, but I know that this one doesn't stack up to games such as Gradius or Tyrian. Also, sound only comes out of the right
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speaker.

Update Schedule:
The next update to the game, Wooden Road, will arrive in December 2017. Its main purpose is to bridge the gap between the
current game and a future snow area that will arrive in late 2018. So expect a new town, as well as twice the forestry. The main
story line will not be expanded on at this time.

The update after that, Dead Candy, will arrive in March. While its plans are not certain, it will revolve around a new town and
island with its own conflict. The main story may or may not be expanded on at this time.

June 2018 will be the start of the game's third year of free updates, and will open with a heavy focus on the main story line. So
expect a lot to be revealed. (the game may be taken out of EA at this time and/or receive a price increase to new purchasers)

The December 2018 update doesn't have a name yet, but will most likely be focused on the snow area that Wooden Road leads
to.

Anyways, I hope these give a general idea of what's to come. This is already a large game made by one guy, and it's only gonna
get even larger. (even after these updates are done)

Good luck, and don't die too much.. 3.3 Lost Hunters:
3/18/2019
v3.3 Lost Hunters

New Features:
Brought back original battle backgrounds. (they're
more stable than before, but still need more testing)
Added 5 more hunting contracts for Hunter's Guild.
Finished monster quest in Lampless.
Added Black Market for Lampless. (no features yet)
Small ghost bar added to Island of Sand. (will
feature a quest or two in the future)
Town economy now affects town happiness.
Store level now affects town happiness.
Zero happiness now increases crime by town's total
population.
Town happiness is now divided by total population.
+10% to all stats for a certain character after
chapter 5. (there is no notifcation for this atm)

Balancing:
Lowered starting population requirement by 90%. (this
only applies to new playthroughs)
Lowered population growth rate by 66%.
Medium pace mining penalty increased from 1 to 2.
Fast paced mining penalty increased from 2 to 5.
Slightly weakened enemy breath attacks.
Slightly lowered spirit on all fates.
Counter now grants an additional +10% evasion.
Remorse now also grants +25% damage reduction.
Increased taunting on Remorse from 200% to 300%.
Increased cooldown of Spear Fortress from 12 to 16.
Doubled Apathy's side effects.
Increased strength of Carbon walls by 1 tier.
Reduced mana cost of Chemo from 10 to 4.
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Reduced mana cost of Mass Chemo from 120 to 20.

Misc:
Map is now zoomed out.
Fixed Divine Underground savepoint.
Fixed Blueheart savepoint.. v2.2.1:
1/14/2018
v2.2.1 hotfix

New Features:
1 small cutscene at Red Temple. (this area is still being worked on,
so don't expect much until March)

Balancing:
-25% enemy research requirements.

Misc:
Fixed a game breaking bug in Wooden Edge.
Fixed luck giving far too much state increase/decrease.
Fixed an enemy giving too much AP.
Fixed multiple weapons and armor.
Fixed a few pathing issues.. 3.0.1 Hotfix:
6/5/2018
v3.0.1 Hotfix

Balancing:
Fortress is now 2 turns.
Fortress cooldown increased from 8 to 12.
Fortress Defense reduced from +100% to +50%.
Fortress now gives 25% negative status resistance.
Doubled Activation Speed of Fortress, Taunt, and Defend.
Tripled Activation Speed of Remorse and Spear Wall.
Halved base mana cost to staff mana skills.
Percentage mana cost added to staff mana skills.
Lowered Dead Mana from +75% to +50%.

Misc:
Fixed bug involving Bank interest.
Fixed bug in Poetry of Bronze XVII.
Fixed pathing bug in Poetry of Blood XII.. 3.1.2 Number Reduction:
10/21/2018
v3.1.2 Number Reduction

Features:
Frozen Ocean and AP Island are somewhat open. (both of these
areas are massive, but currently have little to no fights,
zero dungeons, and almost no rewards. Looking for feedback
on lag and size per map)
An auto-battle accessory is now in the Ghost Store. (it
may use tier 0 skills you don't have, which is fine for now)
100+ enemies can now drop candy. (this is extremely rare)
25+ enemies can now drop card packages. (this is rare)
15 new armors added as enemy drops.

Balancing:
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Reduced player's base stats by 80%.
Reduced enemy stats by 75%.
Tripled stamina regen from dexterity.
Bombs and potions reduced by 75%.
Reduced luck damage of Thread by 75%.
Reduced staff's mana spells by 75%.
Reduced static equipment stats by 50-66%. (intricate
weapons only received a 25% reduction)
Card ghost encounters are now 40% more powerful.
Improved rare item drop rate for tier 0 enemies by 33%.

Misc:
Fixed reward on step 2 of the ghost bar.
Stopped player from re-entering a certain basement.
Stopped a Red Temple scene from replaying itself.
Stopped golem greatswords from only giving 1h skills.
68W1O logo is now skipable.. Year 3 Update:
6/3/2018
v3.0 Year 3

New Features:
Graphic alterations for most enemies, tilesets, and animations.
Expanded game resolution. (this may cause lag on slower computers)
Blacksmith at town level 6. (the blacksmith brings 138 end game
equipment that can only be crafted by him)
5 Enemy Bases to attack. (Naval only until 2019)
Metal and Psychic elements are now in.
Carbon, Thread, Gravity, and Radiation Cores for Golem.
Card ghosts, a powerful boss encounter that can be beaten normally or
via cards, are now in each poetry of blood protecting a secret
treasure room. (each room has a unique weapon)
Removed the default attack button from the game. (it is now a skill
like everything else. Each weapon has its own variation)
Increased max enemy tech level from 60 to 70.
Loot Tables Expanded by 1 tier.
Realism shards added to loot tables.
Ghost Town Store max level increased from 8 to 12. (the higher
the level, the cheaper the realism shards)
Over 20 bosses now drop stat increasing candy.
Partially added an arena to Red Temple.
Crime and Economy now affect your bank's interest rate.

Balancing:
Lowered selling rate for all items and equipment from 50% to 25%.
Philistine skills now cost a small amount of mana.
Golem now starts off with a mana skill from each weapon.
Lowered stat boosts from elements. (too much focus was on the
stats they gave, instead of the skills they brought)
Redesigned gravity to give +25% taunt.
First town attack on normal at 27 enemy tech.
First town attack on hard at 35 enemy tech.
First town attack on nightmare at 45 enemy tech.
Increased experiance gained from poetry of blood.
Destroying pentagrams now secretly reduces enemy tech by 1.
Doubled starting enemy tech rate for all difficulties.
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Every 5 population = +1 military force. (was every 10 pop)
Every town level = +3 military force. (was +1)
Every tech level = +2 military force. (was +1)
Every soldier = +5 military force. (was +2)
Every crime = -1 military force.
One unemployment will never cause crime. (so 3 unemployment,
will only give 2 crime)
Lowered offensive stats of prologue enemies by 10-20%.
Increased difficulty for tier 2, 3, and 4 card statues.
Removed +1 reward for a 3 win streak with cards.
Enemy poison damage now does 10% health and 25% magic DoT.
Enemy toxic damage now does 10% health and 75% magic DoT.
Increased Stamina Drain and Mana Stop from 10% to 20%.
All card drops now have a 10% chance to grant a better tier.
Paralyze effectiveness cut in half.
Doubled cooldown to Paralyze and Cheapshot.
Half Life is now Third Life.
Quarter Life is now Half life.
Buffed Mace skills by 10%.
Buffed Island of Sand bosses by 30%.
Buffed Old Arena bosses by 10-20%.
Buffed Chapter 3 boss by 5%.
Lowered Red and Blue Crystal Rings from +50% to +35%.
Lowered Green Crystal Ring from +75% to +50%.
Halved cost of Red, Blue, and Green Crystal Rings.
Halved attack bonus of Demon Wings.
Halved mana and spell haste of Apocalypse Ring.
-10 spirit on Apocalypse Ring.
Improved Book of Hate healing received from -50% to -25%.
Lowered Book of Hate from +50% to +40%.
Lowered Book of Love from +25% to +20%.
Lowered Infinite Mana from +125% to +75%.
Lowered Ancient Mana from +150% to +100%.
Lowered Ancient items from +75% to +50%.
Lowered Expensive Luck from +50 to +25.
Lowered Star Badge and Pendant from +35% to +25%.
Increased Jester Ring dexterity from +10% to +15%.
Lowered Jester Ring counter from +10% to +7%.
Lowered static damage of small to large bombs by 25%.
Increased static damage of giant bombs from 1600 to 1800.
Increased static damage of king bombs from 3200 to 3600.
Increased puppet ring from +20% to +30%.
Increased gold puppet ring from +25% to +35%.
Skipping Chapter 1 now increases enemy tech by 5. (nightmare
increases it by 7)

Misc:
Improved transitions in Wooden Ocean area.
Redesigned element selection for better fps.
Less random battles at sea.
Fixed bug involving evasion.
Fixed bug involving physical and magical damage reduction.
Fixed bug involving new ghost potions.
Fixed last rock in mining area.
Fixed gameover bug on glutton boss.
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Fixed Carbon Armor.
Fixed Violent Heavy Slam.

Next update is in September.

Good luck, and don't die too much.
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